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Making a painting of a horse in the mid-1970s—when abstract painting was still
paramount, and becoming increasingly nuanced—was not a logical career move.Yet Susan
Rothenberg made that unexpected decision, and sent so many of us reeling and thinking.
The first wave of horses came in 1975, when Rothenberg showed three gigantic equestrian
forms at 112 Greene Street, an alternative space. By the time of her 1976 show at Willard
Gallery, her horses were becoming emblematic of a moment of new figuration in the 1970s
that would spark numerous exhibitions and critical responses.1
While Rothenberg’s horses were bold, even outrageous, gestures, they were not
simply pulled out of thin air. They were the result of an intuitive process, which carries the
DNA of art history. In an abbreviated way, the works exhibited here chronicle what was
going on in Rothenberg’s head and her studio prior to and during the time she was
developing the horse image.
To appreciate this narrative, it is helpful to think about the changing context of the
New York art world at the time. Much of abstract painting—including what Rothenberg
was working on in the early 70s—had become stuck in place, hemmed in by a small list of
formalist imperatives. Painting in general was deemed by many in the art establishment to
be theoretically irrelevant. So much so that Artforum, perhaps the most authoritative voice
of contemporary art at the time, came up with what now seems like a humorous parody
devised by a conceptual artist, but was in fact an actual questionnaire sent to painters,
challenging them with the assertion that painting had lost its position and that “debates
between its two major ideologies, abstract and representational, have outlived their
usefulness to the current scene.”2
It can certainly be argued that painting needed a new stimulant outside of what had
become its circumscribed position. The young Rothenberg would find it in a range of
sources, drawn from an open-ended and multiformed downtown New York art scene—
a scene that was open to “crossover” aesthetics, in which sculpture, painting, and
performance fed off of each other. In a very short time, Rothenberg would absorb and
synthesize her diverse environment into her painting practice.
Rothenberg moved to New York City in 1969, after graduating from Cornell
University with a BFA in painting. In late 1969 and 1970, she studied dance with Deborah
Hay and Joan Jonas. She also worked as a studio assistant to Nancy Graves. At the time,
Graves was constructing (with Rothenberg’s help) full-scale camels as part of room-sized

installations. Rothenberg’s experience in Graves’s studio may have fed, consciously or
unconsciously, into her eventual use of animal imagery. If so, that experience was just one
of many sources that would lead the painter to new imagery.
Rothenberg’s early interest and exposure to dance and performance would be
equally, if not more, important to how she would eventually approach figuration. In those
early years, the young painter attended her share of art performances held in the downtown
lofts of Soho. “I was poor. They were free. And the few friends I had were there. I also felt
like I was learning something,” she has said.“Even though I was a painter, I always felt like
we were all dealing with similar issues, which was to get imagery moving again.”3 She
would contribute significantly to that goal by sneaking up on figuration through processes
and sources that involved drawing, photography, painting, and performance.
In 1973, while working on a group of color field/process paintings, an odd interlude
occurred. She “doodled” the image of a horse onto a piece of paper. A couple of other
rough drawings followed. After a few moments of fascination, she dismissed them as “crazy.”
She crumpled them up and threw them away. In retrospect, Rothenberg remembers that
they may have been a latent reaction to a book she had bought that illustrated the
prehistoric cave paintings of Altamira and Lascaux. Here was painting at its very
beginning—fresh, cryptic, and energetic. She took note of how the animals seemed to
move over the surface of the walls, often overlapping each other and appearing to “vibrate,
like something that was living and breathing rather than as illustration.”
Some months later Rothenberg again drew another horse, this time on a small
piece of unstretched canvas. Blunt pencil marks and tempera combined to create a
primitive horse image embedded in a washy, earthen red. Small blocks or notches at the
edges of the canvas could be a nod to Frank Stella’s notched paintings of the 60s, and a
reminder of her roots in abstraction and flatness. Still not certain about the horse, she
rolled up the canvas and put it away. This painting from 1974, still unstretched, would
later be titled First Horse (fig. 1).
Eventually, Rothenberg gave in to this image that kept showing up when she would
draw or paint. She stretched some canvases and ventured into bolder depictions of the
horse, making it larger until it became as big as a human. Recognizing that the horse was
now her size, she began to think of it as a surrogate. With that in mind, Rothenberg came
up with the idea of painting a human figure posing as a horse. This was still in 1974. She
decided to paint a woman vaguely mimicking the posture of a horse. The model was Mary
Woronov, a friend and fellow dancer/performer. In the early 1960s,Woronov (aka Mary
Might) was a Warhol superstar, dancing with the Exploding Plastic Inevitable,Warhol’s
multimedia collaboration with the Velvet Underground. She also played Hanoi Hannah in
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Warhol’s 1966 film Chelsea Girls. She and Rothenberg would often dance together as
go-go girls for various bands in the late 1960s.
Rothenberg took three Polaroids of Woronov, from which she made three
paintings. Woronov, thin, lanky, and nude, bends at the hips and knees in an animal-like
posture. Although she referred to the photographs while working on the paintings,
Rothenberg also insisted that Woronov occasionally come to the studio and pose live.
“I wanted a living creature in front of me. A photograph of her would not have worked.
I was painting her presence.”
The Woronov paintings are not heavy on detail. They are the sisters to First Horse,
but they seem slightly more lively. Mary III (fig. 4) is a bit smaller than the other two in
the series, and this gives it more compressed energy. The edges of the canvas seem to
barely contain Woronov’s crouched body. The Mary III painting suggests the beginnings
of a restless energy that would become increasingly apparent in Rothenberg’s
subsequent paintings.
After the Mary paintings, Rothenberg continued to make drawings of horses. She
also started to think about how she could make this new human presence she had explored
in the Mary paintings more personal. She decided to pose herself and have someone take
Polaroids of her. As in the Mary paintings, Rothenberg is nude and in profile against the
lightly paint-flecked wall of her studio. Similarly to Woronov, in the first pose, Rothenberg
bends at the hips, with knees locking her legs straight up and down, her back parallel to the
floor, and her arms hanging apelike. In the second pose, Rothenberg’s knees are bent and
her arms are braced in front of her. In the third, her knees start to straighten again and her
hips rise. Seen in a strip, like movie frames, there is a sense of implied movement.
The photographs are an oblique reference to Eadweard Muybridge’s famous stopaction photographs of horses running, another early interest of the artist.“I’ve always been
fascinated,” Rothenberg has said, “that an image could be still and moving at the same time.
Even when we are sitting still, we are moving in one way or another. There’s no such thing
as a human still life.”
Rothenberg’s self-portraits may also be a reference to her work with Jonas. A fulltime painter and part-time performer, Rothenberg may have absorbed some of Jonas’s
process, which in the early 70s involved instructing people (Rothenberg among them) to
perform various activities in stark situations that gave their physical actions psychological
undertones. Eventually, Jonas would perform for a video camera by herself in her studio.
To my mind, Rothenberg’s Polaroid self-portraits are a Muybridge/Jonas hybrid, part
deadpan representation and part private performance in which she is transformed into a
human/animal hybrid. However, her body is not so much stopped in action as it is trying
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to make painting demonstrate action or potential action, like a runner setting up in starting
blocks and preparing to spring forward. Smaller and more muscular than Woronov, and
more theatrically lit, the figure of Rothenberg has an almost feral quality.
The longer you look at these photographs, the more moody they appear. Unlike
the Mary photographs, in which the subject is lit straight on, a harsher light shines on
Rothenberg’s body. The light is also slightly angled, creating strong shadows on the studio
wall, and if we focus only on the shadows, we see a blurred presence. The shadows are the
most important element of these photographs. It is in these shadows that Rothenberg’s
image begins to become even more animal-like. A Jungian anima presence, this “shadow”
or double image would become a critical part of the language and iconography of
Rothenberg’s later paintings. It would appear in almost every horse image to one degree
or another.
Rothenberg eventually decided that she did not want to use her own image in her
paintings. “I think I felt,” she said recently, “that people are too specific of an image for what
I wanted to do, and I didn’t want to get caught up in my mental stuff at that point. I wanted
to keep things physical, but also a little more abstract. The shape of a horse is really unusual.
You can do a lot to it.”4 Rothenberg decided to put her money on a horse, or to be more
accurate, many horses of all sizes, and postures.
When in 1975 she was asked to have a one-person show at 112 Greene Street,
Rothenberg was more than ready for it to debut her new subject. There are no
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photographs of that installation, and memory probably exaggerates a bit, but she seemed to
have turned the Soho loft space into a giant cave with three mega horse paintings (one as
wide as twenty feet). Painted on dark or terracotta grounds, they filled the room like
ancient, shadowy beasts. It felt as if the room was moving like a herd in slow motion.
The strange performative stillness demonstrated in the Polaroid self-portraits, the
Mary paintings, and the Greene Street horses became even more apparent in the many lessthan-immense horses that Rothenberg was also painting. Split, 1974, (fig. 5) incorporates a
shadow image that appears to be about to jump. The flesh-colored/terracotta body blurs
into the ground of the painting, while the legs and contour of the horse vibrate. Mukuhara,
1974, bears the same coloration as the Mary paintings, but the figure now appears to be
jumping out of the pictorial box. She has become a horse with both legs off the ground,
attempting to soar through the space of the painting but held there by a vertical line that
stitches the figure to the canvas ground. The same could be said for Cabin Fever, 1976, its title
an indication of Rothenberg’s need to have her restless, animated self be felt in her paintings.
The shadows that appeared in the early photographic self-portraits found their way
into the horse paintings, creating a kind of vibrating double image, which can be read in
more than one way. On the one hand, the doubling creates a subtle animation. On the
other, knowing the artist’s process of moving from horse to human to horse, it is natural to
transfer Rothenberg into the shadow, making it a doppelgänger. Rothenberg’s empathy
with animals is well known among her friends. It is almost impossible to find a photograph

of the artist without an animal it the picture. And when she was painting those early horses,
she insisted on going to see horses in the flesh. She claims that it was to learn how to paint
their hooves, but I think it was more. She needed to be near them and to identify with
them. Rothenberg would later say, “I definitely saw parts of myself in the horses.” Indeed,
Rothenberg’s horses display traits of human emotion; they shed tears, jump in excitement,
fall down. One horse wears a white bathrobe. Or is it really a horse under the robe?
One could say that Rothenberg had the horse image play the role that she herself
once played for Jonas in her performances, with the horse becoming Rothenberg’s
surrogate to explore the psychological projections of simple and direct physical movements,
as Rothenberg had once been Jonas’s. Indeed, some of Rothenberg’s paintings and
drawings of the 70s seem to make direct reference to her performance work with Jonas. An
untitled painting on paper from 1976 (fig. 7) of a running horse with an X slashed across it
echoes a 1970 photograph of Rothenberg—this one performing with Joan Jonas on Jones
Beach. Rothenberg steadies herself, arms and legs spread, inside a metal circle, where she
becomes like spokes in a wheel. She was then rolled across the sand by Jonas and another
performer.The photograph freezes the moment, but we still sense the rolling movement.
Movement analysts have a phrase for the space a dancer occupies and within which he or
she moves;
it’s known as a kinesphere. Its outer dimensions are formed by how far the dancer can
extend while maintaining balance—stability within a dynamic form.
For painters, the kinesphere is the picture plane and its edges. Rothenberg’s horses
introduced a new kind of velocity into the painterly kinesphere, inserting an “animal”
muscularity into the predictable, and often gentle, rhythms that had been established in
abstract painting in the 70s. Her horses entered slowly, with a deliberate beat, and then they
began to run. One can almost hear Patti Smith’s Horses playing in the background.
Rothenberg’s horses weren’t about a “return to figuration” that was so much talked about in
those days. She was simply re-energizing the pictorial kinesphere, and getting painting
moving again.
Michael Auping is chief curator at the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth. He organized Susan
Rothenberg’s first museum exhibition in 1978 at the University Art Museum, University of
California, Berkeley.
1.The pivotal exhibition in identifying a new generation of figurative painters was New Image Painting, at the Whitney
Museum of American Art. See Richard Marshall, New Image Painting (New York:Whitney Museum of American Art, 1978).
2.The Artforum questionnaire was written by Robert Pincus-Witten. Responses from painters were published in “Painters
Reply…,” Artforum, September 1975, pp. 26–36.
3. All quotes from the artist, with the exception of that of n. 4, are taken from interviews with the author, August 20–23,
2008, in Galisteo, New Mexico.
4. Interview phone conversation with the author, November 22, 2013.
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1. First Horse, 1974

8, cover. August, 1976

Tempera, matte, flashe, pencil and gesso

Acrylic and tempera on canvas

on unstretched canvas

38 x 521⁄2 inches

26 x 28 inches

Private collection

Private collection
9. Untitled, 1977
2. Untitled 2/4, 1974

Hand additions in mixed media over

Acrylic and tempera on canvas

lithograph on Rives BFK paper

36 x 45 inches

12 x 151⁄2 inches

Private collection

Shirley and Sid Singer

3. Untitled (Study for ‘Triphammer Bridge’), 1974

10. Untitled, 1977

Graphite and acrylic on paper

Hand additions in mixed media over

24 x 36 inches

lithograph on Rives BFK paper

Private collection

12 x 151⁄2 inches
Private collection

4. Mary III, 1974
Acrylic and tempera on canvas
1

11. Untitled, 1977

44 x 66 ⁄2 inches

Hand additions in mixed media over

Private collection

lithograph on Rives BFK paper
12 x 151⁄2 inches

5. Split, 1974

Private collection

Acrylic and tempera on canvas
65 x 881⁄2 inches

12. Untitled, c. 1978

Private collection

Acrylic and flashe on paper

6. Untitled, 1974

Collection of Jarrett A. Lobell

153⁄4 x 261⁄8 inches
Acrylic and tempera on canvas
36 x 45 inches
Private collection
7. Untitled, 1976
Graphite and oil on paper
9 x 12 inches
Private collection
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